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The whole surgical system spread by the little nurse is known. Everyone knows that
Zhang Fan has a temper. The medical office didn't find Zhang Fan, but said something
about Li Hong, such as irresponsibility.

Just say, Zhang Fan doesn't care at all. If he encounters this kind of thing next time,
Zhang Fan will have to go back. The safety of operation is more important than
everything.

At work during the day, Zhang fan can only do the operation of his group, and other
groups don't want to think about it. He is willing to let Zhang Fan start the treatment,
but he can't do it at the deputy high level. He will clean up the treatment after knowing
it, and Zhang Fan is helpless.

Originally planned to brush the amount of surgery in surgery, the result! Not during
the day, then at night. Now Zhang Fan is familiar with hepatobiliary surgery, and he
can get into surgery with a shy face. In the evening, Zhang Fan didn't go back to the
dormitory directly, but stayed in the operating room.

Whether it's general or bold, he goes to school. When you are tired, spread a list on the
floor of the operating room and squint for a while. Wang Zipeng is learning from
others. People who work hard should not be laughed at. After a week, Wang Zipeng's
face turned white, Xu Du, because he had not seen the sun this week.

"Zhang Fan, there is a perforated appendix. Do it open, OK?" This is the doctor on
night shift in other groups, calling Zhang Fan.

"Brother, what are you doing? I've closed my stomach here and I'll go down right
away. You disinfect first. " Zhang Fan is in the operating room next door.

If you want to have someone else's operation, you can't just shy out of your face. You
have to flatter someone else. If the male doctor on duty smokes, Zhang Fan will bring
a box of cigarettes to others. He has enough inventory and good cigarettes. The doctor
on duty is also happy.
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If you don't smoke, buy dinner for others in advance. Anyway, it's just some small
favors. It's not good to be reluctant. The interaction between people is so slow.

Wang Zipeng is really a model. The doctor can't catch up with him. He specially buys
water and drinks for the little nurses in the operating room. A few days later, the little
nurse in the operating room was no longer fierce to him. She would quietly tell him
what was wrong and ask him to correct it. Unlike when she first came here, she
cleaned up without saying a word.

Wang Zipeng told Zhang fan that he was also a brother before and after. In order to
sew more, he could tie a knot in the abdomen when he opened the abdomen. They all
came from novices. Zhang Fan was not difficult for him. He let him do what he could
do. Give him a hand when you can.

Wang Zipeng is much better than Wang Yanan. The little girl is either hostile or
threatening, and she is also a woman. She can't care. But her character is also very
popular in surgery. Xue Fei calls her surgical rose! Cheap leather!

This month, except that he went to a sports school in the middle and gave the children
a regular physical examination, he never went out of the hospital again.

In Zhao Quanping's words of Li Hong: "your technical improvement is slow. Why?
You lack practice. You learn from Zhang Fan. He hasn't been out of the department or
operating room for a month. If you don't go out of the department or operating room
for three months, I don't believe you can't practice."

Li Hong couldn't speak. His tears flowed directly into his stomach. "My wife is
pregnant. She has a big pregnancy reaction. Can she compare with a single dog!"

Zhang Fan's efforts directly replaced Li Hong. Zhang Fan almost finished the basic
operation in the group. He is energetic, can be a man, and has a high level of operation.
He is directly in the general foreign affairs group and has become the fourth external
treatment. He does not write cases or change dressing.

Zhang Fan's efforts were also seen by Zhao Quanping. He also supported Zhang Fan
and recruited more patients from time to time. Compared with orthopedics, the labor
intensity is not small, but there are many less extra things.

Zhao Quanping is very nice, and he sees their efforts. He took out a thousand from the
bonus and gave them two and five hundred. The problem of ordinary foreigners is a



historical problem. The three vice high schools are too close to Zhao Quanping's age,
and Lao Huang cultivated well, which led to the rebellion of the princes.

The director of the third class hospital is very good. A director represents a large group
of interest groups.

Zhang Fan doesn't care. Wang Zipeng is very happy, not for money, but for the
affirmation of the director. After being affirmed by the director of surgery, there is a
great chance to stay in general surgery. Wang Zipeng, who has worked hard, has
worked harder. I entered the Department first in the morning, mopped the floor and
fetched water, and directly did all the work of the health aunt.

The attending doctors of other groups are also very satisfied with the attitude of the
two transferred doctors. Occasionally, they can pull Wang Zipeng to pull the hook or
something. Even if Zhang Fan, the level is top-notch in the main treatment. They are
embarrassed to let Zhang Fan Pull the hook.

On weekends, Zhang Fan stayed in the operating room waiting for surgery, and there
were many emergency cases in general surgery. As a result, Miao Juan called: "Zhang
Fan, what's the matter? Jia SuYue's mother is particularly satisfied with you. Why
don't you take action?"

Zhang Fan has a headache as soon as he hears it. The girl obviously doesn't like him.
He said to Miao Juan, "my sister, people don't like me at all. What am I doing? Isn't it
annoying?"

"What, you say Jia SuYue is not beautiful. He works well and his family is not bad. Of
course, he has high vision. You are a dark one. Don't take the initiative to wait for
others to chase you. I'll tell you, my mother is very satisfied with you. Don't miss it, or
you'll regret it. "

The general surgery can't be brushed up. Zhang Fan is worried and angry. He still has
the mind to soak up his sister. Although Jia SuYue's mother took a fancy to Zhang Fan,
the girl's meaning was clear, so she didn't take any action.

Jia SuYue's mother urged Miao Juan several times and asked Zhang Fan to take the
initiative. A good woman is afraid of Lai Han. There may be a chance to take the
initiative. Jia SuYue's mother is really afraid that her daughter will come back with a
little white face, and the hard days after marriage will not end.

Zhang Fan's career is good, his income is OK, he is just Zhang's black spot, and he is
not ordinary. Her mother likes it. She's from the past and knows how to live.

Miao Juan said again, "I don't care. Anyway, you have to make an appointment with



someone else. Maybe you'll feel it a few times. Zhang Fan, I'm good to you. Listen to
my sister. "

Zhang Fan didn't even ask for someone else's phone number. How to contact and how
to date! At the weekend, I came to an appendix emergency department. She was
perforated. The little girl loved hot pot and rolled in pain. She hurried the family
manager to the hospital. Zhang Fan came out with a plate-shaped abdomen as soon as
he touched his stomach. She hurried to prepare for the operation, talk and sign.

As a result, the little girl was Jia SuYue's cousin. The hula family came. Jia SuYue's
mother saw that it was Zhang Fan, ouch! Acquaintances, I came forward to talk to
Zhang Fan and explained that we must use snacks. When no one paid attention, I said
to Zhang Fan, "I support you. You must not give up. There are a lot of people chasing
girls in my family. But I like you. You have to come on. Don't worry. I'll call you
when I'm free. They are all young people and have a common topic. "

What's this called! Jia SuYue also came. Seeing her mother's posture, she directly
ignored Zhang Fan. She is bored to death. Her mother recites Scriptures every day.
She won't stop without mentioning Zhang Fan's name ten times.

The operation is simple. Although it is perforated, it is not a problem for Zhang Fan.

Outside the operation, uncle Jia SuYue and his aunt were walking around outside,
anxious. Jia SuYue's mother said, "don't worry, this young man, I know that the
operation is particularly powerful. He is the backbone of the hospital and is pursuing
Jia SuYue. He will be interested and come out later."

Cousin is in surgery, and Jia SuYue is not in the mood to talk to her mother.
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